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Introduction
This is the manual for the maya plugin mayaToIndigo. It is created with a open source framework
available on github. It implements the great renderer Indigo, created by Glare Technonogies in New
Zealand. You can see more information about the renderer on their website.
The plugin is available for Windows only at the moment, and it is tested on Windows7 only. It may
work on other version, but I didn‘t check it.
I created a google group for discussion about the plugin, so if you have questions, don‘t hesitate to log
in and ask for help.
Let‘s see how it works. This manual is an extreme work-in-progress work. I‘ll fill it with content as
good as I can.

Have fun.

haggi
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Installation
If you read this manual, I suppose you already have downloaded the archive which can be found here.
Of course you have to unpack it. There is no need to unpack it to a special place, just place it wherever
you want. The unpacked directory contains a maya module called, you guess it - mayaToIndigo. The
module directory it the one which contains a text file called mayaToIndiog.mod. This module contains
everything you need to run the plugin. To avoid problems, please do not modify the name of the directory, it should be named: mayaToIndigo.
The archive contains a few directories:
docs
mayaToIndigo
mayaToIndigoExamples
The first directory contains this document. The second one contains some example files to check if the
renderer works correctly. The third one called mayaToIndigo contains the real Maya module. A module
conains everything that is necessary to run the plugin.
Next, you have to ensure that maya finds the module. This is quite simple. Maya reads an environment
variable called MAYA_MODULE_PATH. If the path to the indigo module is found in this variable,
the module is read. To manipulate the MAYA_MODULE_PATH you have several possiblities, but I‘ll
present the easiest one here.
Modifying the Maya env file

In the user home directory you should have a maya directory. In Windows it can be found in a path like
this: C:\Users\username\Documents\maya\2015-x64. Here you can find a file called Maya.
env. Open it and add this line:
MAYA_MODULE_PATH=path where you unpacked your module
e.g.
MAYA_MODULE_PATH=C:\data\myModuleDir\mayaToIndigo
The path should be the directory where the mayaToIndigo.mod file is located.
Save it, restart maya and the plugin should be visible in the plugin manager. Now try to load the plugin. I‘d be happy if you can give me as much feedback as possible about the handling, documentation (
as soon as this document is growing to a size to be called a real documentation), and everyting else.
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First Steps
Let‘s hope the plugin was successfully loaded. So the next step is to load an example file and render it.
In the mayaToIndigoExamples project, there should be a file called firstOne.ma. Open it. If you now
open the render window, you should see that the renderer ist set to Indigo.
Hit render. The final rendering with scene should look similiar to this one:

If this didn‘t work, something‘s wrong and we will have to find the problem, please find help in the
Google Group.
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Release Notes:
Version 0.11
•

added IES light profiles

•

added nk_data for phong

•

created internal albedo/emission connection for UI feedback

•

added wait cursor while UI rendering (no wait cursor in IPR)

•

added tone mapping

•

added white_points

•

added camera aperture settings and exposure duration

Version 0.10
First public release
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Features
Supported Features
•

Several basic shaders like Diffuse, Glossy Transparent, Phong, OrenNayar.

•

Meshes with displacement mapping and subdivision surfaces.

•

Instancing and particle instancing.

•

Depth of Field, motionblur.

•

Light IES usage in a light emitting shader.

•

Tone mapping and WhitePoint usage.

•

Physical Sun and Sky.

•

HDR illumination via background image.

Not yet supported
•

GPU acceleration

•

Diffraction

•

Interactive Rendering

•

ISL (indigo shading language)

•

Output channels.

•

And all other features which I forgot.
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Object Attributes
At the moment, only polygon meshes are supported. All other geometry will have to be converted into
polygons.
You can convert a mesh into a subdivision surface at rendertime with the indigo mesh attributes which
appear in the attribute editor:

You can set the level of subdivisions, smoothness and if the subdivisions are view dependent or not.
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mayaToIndigo globals
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Lights
Mesh/Sun light
ies Profiles
In all shaders which can emit light, you can use an IES light profile. IES stands for Illuminating Engineering Society and contains the light distribution description for certain light types. Here you can
simulate the light emission behaviour of several real world lights.
Here you can see two images. The left one is the default behaivour of an light emitting mesh, the right
one shows the same mesh with an IES profile assigned.

The IES profiles can be added in the shader settings:
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Shading
Supported shaders
Displacement mapping
At the moment displacement mapping works not with the normal maya workflow. You can assign file
textures to the displacement attribute of a shader instead of using the normal displacement mapping
node in maya. This may change in the future.

In the image you can see that the image is connected to the shader directly. To get a good result, you
will have to turn on subdivisions for the geometry. Have a look at the displacement.ma file in the example project.
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Cameras
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Example files
The mayaToIndigoExamples directory in the distribution is a maya project with several example files.
•

firstOne.ma - this is a simple scene to test if mayaToIndigo works.

•

displacement.ma - shows the usage of displacement mapping.

•

ies_simple - here you can see a simple usage of a light IES file.

•

subdiv.ma - usage of the mesh subdiv parameters.
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